
Explicit Relationships in Object Oriented DevelopmentJames NobleCentre for Object Technology, Applications, and Research.University of Technology, Sydney.Email: kjx@socs.uts.edu.auJohn GrundyDepartment of Computer Science.University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.Email: jgrundy@cs.waikato.ac.nzAbstractTraditional object oriented analysis methodolo-gies are based not only upon objects, but alsoupon relationships between objects. Object ori-ented programming languages do not providesupport for relationships, and so analysis rela-tionships must be expressed indirectly withina program's design, and then incorporated intoimplementations of other objects in a program'scode. By using explicit relationships in designand implementation, analysis relationships canbe expressed directly within a program's code.Programs which use explicit relationships are of-ten smaller and easier to comprehend than tra-ditional OO programs, and are generally quickerto write and easier to maintain.1 IntroductionSeamlessness is one of the most important ben-e�ts of object orientation (Henderson-Sellers1994). In an object oriented system develop-ment lifecycle, the same conceptual model (theobject model) is used to organise the analysisof a problem, the design of a solution, and theimplementation of a running program. Seam-

lessness promotes traceability (Peeger 1991),so that an object in a program can be easilytraced back to an object in the program's de-sign, and further back to an object identi�ed byan analyst and understood by the program's cus-tomer. The seamlessness of object oriented de-velopment makes quite a contrast to the discon-tinuities of the more traditional forms of analysisand design, where the models built for analysis(such as data-ow diagrams) bear little relationto the models built for design (such as structurecharts or entity-relationship diagrams), or to the�nal program.In practice, object oriented development is notas seamless as it may �rst appear. This is be-cause object oriented analysis techniques (suchas OMT (Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premerlani, Eddy,and Lorensen 1991), OOADA (Booch 1994) orMOSES (Henderson-Sellers and Edwards 1994))actually construct models using both objectsand relationships between objects. In contrast,object oriented programming languages (such asSmalltalk (Goldberg and Robson 1983) or C++(Stroustrup 1986)) are based solely upon ob-jects: they do not support relationships otherthan object containment and object references.Thus, while an object in an analysis can corre-spond to an object in a program, relationshipsfrom analysis are lost during design and imple-mentation.This paper describes an approach to object ori-ented design and implementation which consid-ers relationships as well as objects. In this ap-proach, analysis relationships are transformedinto objects during design. These design objects



can then be implemented directly in an objectoriented language. In this way, analysis relation-ships (as well analysis objects) can be seamlesslytraced through design into objects in the imple-mented program.This paper is centred around a case study |the implementation of a simple invoicing sys-tem. Section 2 describes the system's require-ments, using generally accepted techniques ofobject oriented analysis. Section 3 describeshow standard object oriented design and imple-mentation can be used to implement the invoic-ing system based upon this analysis, and showsthat although these techniques preserve the ob-jects identi�ed in analysis, they do not preservethe relationships between objects. Section 4then applies our alternative design approachto the same invoicing system, and shows howthis approach maintains analysis relationshipsthrough design to implementation. Section 5compares this explicit relationship approach todesign with the standard object oriented ap-proach. Section 6 discusses related work, andSection 7 presents our conclusions.2 Object Oriented AnalysisMost object oriented analysis techniques focuson the encapsulation of attributes and meth-ods within objects or classes (Rumbaugh, Blaha,Premerlani, Eddy, and Lorensen 1991; Booch1994; Henderson-Sellers and Edwards 1994).These objects are then inter-related via gener-alisation, aggregation and association relation-ships. Generalisation relationships specify typeand inheritance hierarchies between objects. Us-ing object oriented design and implementation,generalisation relationships are guaranteed to bepreserved as inheritance | which, therefore, wedo not consider further in this paper.Aggregation relationships specify the aggrega-tion of objects to form larger object models.Association relationships indicate one objectmakes use of another object in some way. Ag-gregation and association relationships are gen-erally re�ned into one or more direct referencesbetween objects during design and implementa-tion. Unlike generalisations, there is no guar-antee that aggregation and association relation-ships will remain explicitly present in the pro-

gram.2.1 A Case StudyConsider a simple invoicing system which storesinformation about customer purchases. In termsof data requirements, the company has a num-ber of customers, each having a customer code,name and address. Each customer buys prod-ucts, with each group of purchases recorded lineby line on a dated invoice. Each customer has anaccount, and accounts have transactions whichare used to record the amount of each purchasefor each invoice line. Customers have a creditlimit, and accounts hold a balance and year-to-date balance. Products are made up of individ-ual parts, with the price of the product calcu-lated from the price of its parts.The functional requirements of this system in-clude the ability to:� add and delete customers, invoices, ac-counts, transactions, and products.� modify an invoice number and date, a cus-tomer name or address, or product names,parts, and prices.� print, �nd, and sort customers, invoices, ac-counts, and products.� calculate the cost of each invoice line pur-chase (including tax).� calculate account balance and YTD bal-ance.2.2 AnalysisFigure 1 contains a high-level analysis diagramfor the data requirements of this system. Onlyattributes are shown here. There are a varietyof relationships between classes used in this di-agram, either aggregation (unarrowed) or asso-ciation (arrowed). Company objects are an ag-gregate of the accounts, customers and productsthe company has (all one to many relationships).An account holds zero or more transactions, anda product is made up of one or more parts. Acustomer has one account and zero or more in-voices. Each invoice has one or more lines, witheach line having one transaction and one prod-uct.
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Figure 1: Analysis of Invoicing System Data RequirementsWe can extend this data model to provide ba-sic methods associated with each class to carryout the functional requirements described in theprevious section (see Figure 2). We have associ-ated these methods with the class most likelyto carry out this functionality. For example,the company class manages the top-level func-tions of adding, deleting and locating account,customer and product information. The ac-count class manages its own initialisation anddeletion, posting and reversal of transactions,and updating its YTD balance. The customerclass manages its own initialisation and deletion,the adding, deleting, printing and �nding of in-voices, and modi�cation of its code or name.
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The system functionality embodied in methodscan be captured using dynamic models and func-tional models (Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premerlani,Eddy, and Lorensen 1991). These describe thechanges in objects' states, and data and controlows between objects. For example, Figure 3shows a dynamic model describing the possiblestates of customer objects. If a customer's ac-count balance exceeds their credit limit, thennew purchases for the customer are rejected.Figure 4 shows the functional speci�cation foradding an invoice for a customer. The invoice is�rst created, then successive invoice lines andtheir associated transactions created. If thecredit limit for the customer is exceeded, nomore purchases are allowed. If not, further linesare added. When adding of lines is completed,a receipt is printed for the customer.Note that this analysis only represents some ofthe classes, relationships, attributes and meth-ods that may comprise a large system. Forexample, the account, customer and productclasses would normally be used by other sub-systems, such as inventory, payroll, job cost-ing, creditors, etc. Thus many of these classeswould have other relationships and many moreattributes and methods, making their interac-
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Figure 2: Analysis of Invoicing System Functional Requirements
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�ned to a design which uses only those rela-tionships supported by the chosen programminglanguage. In particular, aggregation and asso-ciation relationships are replaced with simplerrelationships which do not embody functional-ity of their own. New methods are required toencode relationships' behaviour, and these areadded into the objects which participate in therelationships.Figure 5 shows the resulting object model forthe account, transaction, customer, invoice andinvoice line objects. Reference attributes havebeen used to represent the analysis relation-ships, which, therefore, are no longer explicitin the diagram. For example, the \transac-tions 0:n" relationship between accounts andtransactions in Figure 1 has been replaced bya reference from the account class to the trans-action class (via the account's \trans list" at-tribute). This refers to the �rst transactionassociated with that account. Each transac-tion stores a reference to the account's nexttransaction in the \next trans" reference at-tribute, and a reference back to their owning ac-count in the \account ref" attribute. Other ob-ject reference attributes include, \invoices list",\next invoice" and \customer ref" representingthe \invoices 0:n " relationship, and \lines list",\next line" and \invoice ref", representing the\lines 1:n " relationship.Extra operations have been added to theseclasses to carry out the basic functions of thesystem. For accounts this includes updatingthe account balance and YTD balance, chang-ing the account's name and type, and deletingthe account's transactions. Transaction oper-ations include changing the transaction date,amount and type. Customer operations includechecking the customer credit limit. Invoice op-erations include checking the customer creditlimit, deleting lines and modifying line num-bers. Invoice line operations include modifyingline dates, numbers and amounts, and updat-ing the invoice line total. All of these methodsinclude extra functionality to ensure that therelationships are maintained. For example, toensure account totals are updated correctly forthe account type, account transactions are onlydeleted if other objects linked to the transac-tions are also deleted, ensuring removed invoicelines are removed from their invoice list and their

transactions are reversed.Extra design re�nements may be carried out atthis stage. These might include improving thee�ciency of object linkages, adding extra refer-ences to improve access e�ciency, designing al-gorithms to carry out functional behaviour, orcaching values as attributes for e�ciency.3.1 Traditional OO ImplementationThis design would normally be implemented us-ing traditional OO implementation languages.Operations would be encoded in methods andattribute types would be de�ned and imple-mented. The operational behaviour describedabove would be implemented by sending mes-sages between appropriate objects to carry outan algorithm.For example, when adding an invoice linethe invoice::add line method would call: theinvoice line::create method, the invoice::lineslinked listinsert method, the account::post trans method,the invoice line::add transmethod, the invoice::calc total method, theinvoice::check cust limit method, and then thecustomer::check cr limit method. This algo-rithm must be carefully encoded to ensure allmethods are called in the right order and withthe right parameters.Any change to this algorithm, or any reloca-tion of methods to other classes, would requiremajor modi�cation to several of these methods.This is because much of the functionality is notdirectly associated with any one particular ob-ject, but rather serves to support the relation-ship between several objects. This functionalitymust be arbitrarily assigned to one of the ob-jects, or equally arbitrarily split between two ormore objects. For the same reason, a similarlycomplex sequence of method calls would be re-quired when modifying or deleting invoice lines,with many constraints needing to be checked byeach method to ensure both the correctness ofthe operation and correct modi�cations to re-lated objects.
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Figure 5: Design using Reference Attributes3.2 Main Problems of Traditional OODesignThis simple example shows the complexity thatis introduced by associating all system be-haviour with objects and none with the rela-tionships between objects. Classes quickly be-come quite large, and class methods quicklystart to embody complex calculations and con-straint checking dependent on inter-object rela-tionships.For example, consider the account class. Thisneeds to handle the functionality of the \trans-actions 0:n" relationship between itself and thetransaction class and possibly the \account 1:1"relationship with the customer class. As ac-counts are used in many parts of an informationsystem, there will be many more relationshipsfrom account to jobs, purchase orders, creditors,and so on. If an account or one of these re-lated objects is modi�ed, the account class mayhave to embody many complex procedures. Forexample, if the account type is changed, there

will be many constraints to check depending onthe kind of relationships account participates ine.g., check valid account type for things accountrelated to. This functionality will have to beembodied in one or more methods, which maybecome large and complex.The adding and modifying of invoice lines il-lustrates that constraints and calculated valuesimpose some especially di�cult problems. Thecomplex method calling sequences and split-ting up of constraints and calculations illustratesthis. As another example, consider the calcu-lation of the account balance and the checkingof the customer credit limit required when aninvoice line is added or modi�ed. It is easyto make errors by omitting functionality or bycalculating things in the wrong order. This iscompounded if a method must embody a largeamount of functionality relating to di�erentfunctional behaviour, such as invoice::calc total,used by several invoice line processing functions.Designers and implementers must ensure thesemethods are called at the appropriate times.



The more relationships an object participates in,the more di�cult it becomes to ensure this andto maintain and reuse classes.Maintenance is made more di�cult with meth-ods embodying code for many di�erent systemfunctions. Trying to split up this code into sev-eral methods makes the classes much more com-plex and more di�cult to reuse, as method call-ing sequences and arguments become very di�-cult to manage.4 Relationship Oriented De-sign and ImplementationA relationship oriented design approach pre-serves the relationships from the analysis phaseby representing them as objects in their ownright. These relationship objects are then allo-cated responsibility for much of the inter-classrelationship functionality. Note that relation-ship objects are no di�erent from any other ob-jects used in design or implementation, exceptthat they represent analysis relationships, ratherthan analysis objects. Relationship oriented im-plementation techniques provide e�cient waysof writing these relationship objects, and ensur-ing relationship behaviour is always carried outeven after system modi�cation.4.1 Relationship Oriented DesignThe key idea of relationship oriented design isto use extra objects to represent relationshipsexplicitly. Behaviour which is associated withthe relationship can then be put into the rela-tionship object. In this section we present analternative design for the invoicing system, inwhich some of the relationships from the anal-ysis model have been converted into explicit re-lationship objects. The decision on which rela-tionships to convert and which to leave as ref-erences is based on how much functionality canbe embodied in the relationships themselves.The alternative design is shown in Figure 6.In this design, all the aggregation relationshipshave all been re�ned into relationship objects.These objects exhibit behaviour common to allaggregations, in that when one object is copiedor deleted, all other objects participating inthe relationship must also be copied or deleted.

This behaviour must not only ensure objects areproperly copied, but that the new objects arecorrectly connected together, and that any con-straints upon the aggregate are maintained |for example, that totals are recalculated appro-priately. Similarly, when an object is deleted,the other participating objects must be discon-nected from other objects, disposed if necessary,and any constraints on the aggregate must bemaintained.The aggregation relationships in Figure 6 alsoembody behaviour speci�c to their particularplace in the system. For example, consider the\account trans" relationship. This handles theaddition of new transactions into the relation-ship; the deletion of a transaction or all trans-actions (if the account is deleted); changing ofall transaction account types if the account typeis modi�ed; updating the balance of the accountif a transaction is added, deleted or updated. Itcould also be extended to handle sorting, print-ing or copying transactions for the account, andlocation of single or groups of transactions viavarious key values. Some operations attemptedmay violate constraints e.g., the account typechange might be invalid as relationships fromthe account's transactions to other objects maynot allow this new account type, or a customercode change might be invalid as another cus-tomer already has this code. Such operationsshould be aborted.The \invoices 0:n" association relationship be-tween the customer class and the invoice classhas been re�ned to the \customer invoices" re-lationship object. This does not embody aggre-gation behaviour, but does embody behaviourabout the relationship between customer and in-voice objects. For example, if an invoice numberor date is changed, any lookup table for �nd-ing invoices for customers needs to be appro-priately updated, and the operation aborted ifit would duplicate invoice numbers. This rela-tionship also handles the creation and deletionoperations on invoices previously handled by thecustomer class itself, thus reducing the customerclass size and complexity.The two 1:1 association relationships involvingthe invoice line class (the \trans 1:1" relation-ship with the transaction class, and the \pur-chase 1:1" relationship with the product class)have not been re�ned to relationship objects.
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invoice_relFigure 6: Design using Explicit Relationship ObjectsThis is because it would be rather expensive interms of object storage to do so, as there will bemany transaction and invoice line objects. Also,if relationship objects were used to representthese relationships, almost all of the \trans 1:1"relationship behaviour, such as changing datesand amounts and adding or reversing transac-tions would be factored from the invoice lineobjects into this relationship object, and theinvoice line objects would simply be placehold-ers for one end of the relationship.4.2 Relationship Oriented Implemen-tationThere are several implementation approacheswhich can be adopted in order to implement therelationship objects described above. The most
conservative simply involves associating meth-ods with these objects which are called at ap-propriate times. More abstract approaches in-clude the noti�cation of an object's dependents,the propogation of rei�ed update descriptions,and the automatic monitoring of participatingobjects. These approaches allow programmersto ensure functionality associated with relation-ship objects is carried out at the correct times,and result in less complex and much more easilyextended and maintained systems.Methods in Relationship ObjectsThe relationship oriented design in Figure 6uses classes to de�ne the relationship objects.These relationship classes incorporate referencesto the objects participating in the relationship,and methods to manage adding and deleting the



objects being related. Objects in relationshipskeep a reference to each relationship they par-ticipate in.Methods embodying functionality particular tothe relationship are then associated with theserelationship object classes, and the objectsparticipating in the relationship are modi�edto call them at appropriate times. Somemethods can be given very general names,such as \check constraints", \object deleted",\object updated", and so on. This allows meth-ods in participating classes to be implemented sothat they always call these standard relationshipmethods. Extra system functionality or modi-�cations can then be incorporated more easilythan in traditional OO implementation, as theyare added in standard places (the relationshipobjects).Libraries of relationships with useful, genericfunctionality can also be built up. For exam-ple, generic aggregation relationships can sup-port an \object updated" method which alwayssends an update message to every other objectparticipating in the relationship when one of theobjects is updated.Relationships as DependentsA more abstract approach to the implementa-tion of relationships is via a dependency mecha-nism as found in Smalltalk (Goldberg and Rob-son 1983) or the Observer pattern (Gamma,Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides 1994). Each ob-ject which participates in relationships storestheir relationships in a list of dependents, ratherdirectly referring to their relationships. When aparticipating object is changed, it sends a single\update:" message to all relationships on its listof dependents, rather than sending a message toeach relationship individually.For example, if a transaction object is added,modi�ed or deleted, the TransOfAccount rela-tionship's update method is called and this thenupdates the account's balance appropriately (seeFigure 7). If the update method is given ar-guments describing the change to related ob-jects, then it can be implemented more e�-ciently. If update is called for TransOfAccountwith \trans amount" as one argument and theamount's old and new values as others, then it isstraightforward to update the account's balance.

This approach is more abstract than the pre-vious one as objects have less knowledge aboutthe relationships in which they participate. Asystem designed so all object classes use thisprotocol (as in Smalltalk) is generally easier toextend.
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5 DiscussionThere are several possible objections to the useof relationship objects. Using relationship ob-jects may be decried as \not being pure objectorientation". This criticism presumes there isa de�nition of \pure object orientation", andthat such a de�nition does not include objectswhich can be seen to represent relationships be-tween other objects. From an object orientedmodelling view, where objects are supposed torepresent abstractions in the domain of the realworld, objects representing relationships may beproblematic since they do not represent some-thing in the real world. From our perspective,relationship objects are important precisely be-cause they do represent important things in thereal world | although, they represent thingsthat are intangible. If the relationships werenot part of the real world, they would not bein the analysis model and would not need to beimplemented within the program.An object oriented design using relationship ob-jects may also seem more complex than anequivalent design without relationship objects:in particular, the relationship oriented designwill use more objects. If both programs are basi-cally equivalent, then the information about therelationships must be contained somewhere inthe program, and in the more basic design it willbe spread across several objects. Thus, althoughthe more basic design will involve less objects,the individual objects will be larger, and theirmutual interactions will be more complicated.5.1 Cohesion and CouplingThe use of relationship objects decreases the sizeof the participating objects, as data and be-haviour are relocated into the relationship ob-jects. Relationship objects simultaneously in-crease the cohesion of the participating objects,as those objects now contain only a core ofdata and behaviour, while reducing coupling,as the behaviour within the participating ob-jects relating to each other has been moved intothe relationship object. Relationship objectswill, of course, introduce coupling between theparticipating objects and the relationship ob-jects, however, this will be many-to-one cou-pling, since the many objects participating in a

relationship are coupled to one relationship ob-ject. This should be more manageable than themany-to-many coupling required if the responsi-bility for maintaining the relationship is spreadover all participating objects. It is important torealise that, since the relationship was identi�edin analysis and is part of the program's modelof the real world, the classes must be coupled insome way to be able to implement the program'srequirements1.5.2 EncapsulationExtra relationship objects existing \outside"their participating objects may also be seen asbreaking the participating object's encapsula-tion (Rumbaugh 1987). The �rst point to notehere is that many relationships occur betweenobjects which are themselves parts of anotheraggregate object: that is, the relationship andthe participating objects may all be encapsu-lated by another object. The second point hereis that if encapsulation is broken by the rela-tionship, this is because the encapsulated ob-jects need to be accessed by the relationship ob-ject in order to implement the semantics of therelationship. Without the explicit relationshipobject, the analysis relationship would have tobe implemented in another way, by being builtin to the participating objects. If the relation-ship requires access to the \inside" of an object,breaking its encapsulation, these objects wouldtherefore need to break each other's encapsula-tion anyway. In short, using an explicit rela-tionship object cannot worsen breaches of en-capsulation. The root of the problem is not therelationship object (i.e. how the relationship isimplemented), but the existence of the relation-ship as part of the problem domain.In some circumstances, relationship objects mayactually increase encapsulation, as the imple-mentation of the relationship itself becomesencapsulated against the participating objectswhen it is moved in to a separate relationshipobject.1Colloquially, \There ain't no such thing as a freelunch". (Raymond and Steele 1993)



5.3 ImplementationFinally, there is the question of implementa-tion: are programs which use relationship ob-jects larger or slower than those which do not?At this point we are not aware of any system-atic studies to determine the matter, however,we believe that there is no reason why programswhich use relationship objects should be greatlyslower that those which do not. Various typesof relationship objects have been used success-fully in performance-sensitive applications suchas CASE tools (Grundy, Hosking, Mugridge,and Fenwick 1994) and user-interface systems(Maloney, Borning, and Freeman-Benson 1989;Berlage 1992). The Hotdraw event-based draw-ing tool (Johnson 1992) was converted to userelationships (in this case, arithmetic con-straints) with no noticeable change in perfor-mance (Freeman-Benson 1993). Finally, it ap-pears that compilers will be able to use infor-mation about relationships (when explicitly re-tained in programs) to optimise programs' exe-cution (Vander-Zanden 1994).5.4 Finding the ObjectsDesigning programs using explicit relationshipobjects involves three stages: �rst, important re-lationships from analysis are rei�ed as objects;second, data and behaviour associated with arelationship are moved into the relationship ob-ject from the other objects participating in therelationship; and third, implicit invocation andrei�ed events can be used to link the relationshipobjects to the other participating objects.This suggests an alternative perspective on thetechnique of designing with explicit relation-ship objects. A fundamental problem in ob-ject oriented analysis is how to \�nd the ob-jects", since the objects are the foundation onwhich the remainder of the analysis will be built.Many techniques for �nding objects have beenproposed, including underlining verbs (Booch1994), using index cards (Wirfs-Brock, Wilk-erson, and Wiener 1990), and design patterns(Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides 1994)|Henderson-Sellers (Henderson-Sellers and Ed-wards 1994) provides a comprehensive survey.Explicit relationship objects can be seen as an-other technique which can be used to �nd ob-

jects: one takes analysis relationships and re-�nes them into objects.6 Related WorkSeveral of the published OO methodologies doaddress the di�erence between analysis (withrelationships) and design (without relation-ships), however we consider that this sup-port is quite super�cial. For example, theMOSES (Henderson-Sellers and Edwards 1994)and OOADA (Booch 1994) methodologies e�ec-tively include two sets of notations for relation-ships | one set for relationships at the analy-sis level (such as aggregations and associations),and a second set for relationships at the im-plementation level (such as reference attributes,embedded objects, and friends). These method-ologies provide little guidance on the design pro-cess required to deal with analysis relationships,other than to note that relationships must bemanually translated into patterns of referenceattributes (as in the example in Section 4) orcollection classes (in languages like Smalltalk).Rumbaugh's OMT (Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premer-lani, Eddy, and Lorensen 1991) methodologydoes take greater cognisance of the existenceof relations in design. However, OMT's \re-lation objects" simply link the objects partici-pating in a relationship, in a similar manner tothe relations in relational databases (Rumbaugh1987). Using attributes to control operationpropagation over relation objects (Rumbaugh1988) does allow relation objects to distributecontrol ow to their participating objects, butdoes not support application-speci�c function-ality within relation objects. Rumbaugh alsoadvocates language support for relation objects,and in his \Object-Relational" language DSM(Shah, Hamel, Borsari, and Rumbaugh 1989)(and implicitly in OMT), relations and classesare equally important constructs. In contrast,we have described how analysis relationships canbe modelled by objects in standard OO lan-guages.Soukup's Pattern Classes (Soukup 1994b)are distantly related to relationship objects(or relationship classes), even though theywere proposed for implementing design pat-terns (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlis-



sides 1994) rather than implementing relation-ships. Soukup's example Composite patternclass (Soukup 1994a) has several features incommon with a relationship object: it repre-sents a relationship between objects, and therelationship is managed via the relationship ob-ject rather than by directly accessing the par-ticipating objects. Pattern classes are distin-guished from our relationship objects in thatpattern classes contain only the executable codenecessary to maintain the relationship: the rela-tionship's data are distributed into the objectsparticipating in the relationship.Research continues into the modelling of rela-tionships in object oriented design and program-ming languages. For example, Civello (Civello1993) describes a set of categories which can beused to classify relationships at the design stage.Kristensen (Kristensen 1994) identi�es two cate-gories of association relationships and describeslanguage extensions which can be used to imple-ment these relationships.6.1 Existing Systems using Relation-ship ObjectsOne of the earliest uses of objects to model re-lationships was the addition of constraints be-tween objects' attributes. A constraint is muchlike a formula in a spreadsheet which de�nes arelationship between spreadsheet cells. Whena cell changes, other cells are recalculated sothe relationship between cells is maintained. InThingLab (Borning 1981) objects' attributes arelinked by constraints, which can read and up-date other objects. When one attribute changes,the constraint causes other attributes to be re-calculated. More recently, systems such as Gar-net (Myers, Guise, Dannenberg, Vander Zanden,Kosbie, Pervin, Mickish, and Marchal 1990),Rendezvous (Hill, Brinck, Rohall, Patterson,and Wilner 1994) and Snart (Fenwick, Hosking,and Mugridge 1994) have added constraints tothe basic object model. In these systems, con-straints are modelled with objects; these con-straint objects are thus special cases of relation-ship objects.

6.2 Relationship Objects in SmalltalkThe evolution of the Smalltalk system also pro-vides several examples of objects being used toexplicitly represent relationships, resulting in asimpler design. In the original Smalltalk-80 sys-tem (Goldberg and Robson 1983), a Smalltalkobject can have dependents | other objectswhich are noti�ed if the primary object changes.Section 4.2 described how the dependency mech-anism can be used to implement other relation-ships; however, this mechanism can be viewed asa relationship in its own right. In Smalltalk-80,behaviour to add and remove an object's depen-dents, and to broadcast change noti�cations isincluded in the Object class, which also main-tains a global database of objects' dependents.ObjectWorks (ParcPlace Systems 1992), a laterversion of Smalltalk, provides the Model classwhich improves the handling of dependents. TheModel class records its dependencies in an in-stance of a DependentsCollection. The Depen-dentsCollection both stores an object's depen-dents, and contains special behaviour for access-ing them and broadcasting change noti�cations.The Model class does not require the global de-pendents database, or behaviour to manage de-pendencies. From the perspective of this paper,the DependentsCollection explicitly representsthe relationship between an object and its de-pendents.VisualWorks (ParcPlace Systems 1994), an evenmore recent Smalltalk version, also uses an-other kind of explicit relationship object to en-hance the ObjectWorks implementation of de-pendents. Many Smalltalk objects need to in-form their dependents whenever one of theirattributes changes. Using Models and Depen-dentCollections, change noti�cations can be ef-�ciently broadcast to an object's dependents,but the change noti�cation must be triggeredexplicitly by the programmer. VisualWorks in-troduces the ValueHolder class (Woolf 1994)which can automatically generate the requiredchange noti�cations. A ValueHolder is inter-posed between a primary object and anotherobject which is the value of the primary ob-ject's attribute. To change the attribute, theprimary object stores the new attribute valueinto the ValueHolder, and the ValueHolder au-tomatically generates the required change noti-�cation. ValueHolders are thus essentially re-



lationship objects which model the relationshipbetween an object and its attributes.7 ConclusionTraditional object oriented methodologies havedi�culty dealing with relationships. In particu-lar, relationships are used in analysis but not indesign or implementation, and this counteractssome of the bene�ts of seamlessness and trace-ability generally produced by object orientedtechniques. We have described how using ob-jects to represent relationships explicitly can �-nesse this di�culty, allowing the relationships topersist from analysis through design and into theimplemented program. Using explicit relation-ship objects typically makes programs smallerand easier to understand, and thus quicker towrite and to maintain.We intend to continue our investigations intothe use of explicit objects to represent relation-ships in object oriented development. In par-ticular, we are interested in the methodologicalimplications of relationship objects. For exam-ple, if relationships in design and implementa-tion are best represented as objects, how muchspecial consideration of relationships in nota-tion and process activities is needed? We arecontinuing to re�ne experimental systems wehave built which use relationship objects (Nobleand Groves 1992; Grundy, Hosking, Mugridge,and Fenwick 1994), and are also very interestedin �nding further examples of existing systemswhere relationships are modelled by objects.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Lindsay Groves for hishelpful comments on the �rst draft of this pa-per. This work is supported by the Centre forObject Technology, Applications, and Researchat the University of Technology, Sydney, and theUniversity of Waikato.ReferencesBerlage, T. (1992). Using taps to separate theuser interface from the application code.
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